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DISASSEMBLER B880, PROBE , AND Z80 MACHINE
By Maurice Hawes

With many issues of the S.U.C. Magazine out of print, newer
members may not be aware that the Libraries contain three very
useful, though different, machine-code utility programs which can
be a great help in finding out what goes on inside your Sharp
computer, in debugging machine-code programmes, and in creating
assembly-language source rode files from existing machine-code
in other words, in 'listing' them.
programs

-

Most members, even those who joined recent ly, will be aware that
I regard Tanswell's 'Disassembler BAOO' (and i t s MIC derivatives)
as the best thing since sliced bread; you could ‘.ay tli.it I refer
to it with monotonous regularity. But it is a long t ime since l
mentioned 'PROBE', and even longer since editori.il at tent inn w.t-.
paid to 'Z80 MACHINE'. So I hope I may be forgiven for drawing
attention these programs, and using up Magazine space to do so.

DISASSEMBLER BAOO ON THE MZ-80K
Robert Tanswell wrote his original Disassembler in 1980-81, for
the tape-based MZ-80K. A master tape carried three versions, which
loaded at BAOOH, 8000H, and 4000H, meant for the 48K, 36K and 20K
RAM models of the MZ-80K respectively. In the event, 48K RAM soon
became standard and the 8000H and 4000H versions were rarely used.

-

CDD3H ,
In contrast, DISASSEMBLER BAOO, which occupies BAOOH
became very popular, partly because of its compatibility with ZEN,
but also because it creates good source code, with relative jump
addresses calculated and labelled, and a blank line after every
unconditional return or jump to split the code into sections.
DISASSEMBLER BAOO has three relatively minor 'bugs'; the only
one that matters is in the COPY (i.e. SAVE object file) command;
the filesize is calculated as the straight difference between the
FROM and TO addresses, and will only be correct if you give the TO
address as the one AFTER the last byte you wish to save.
The other two 'bugs' are very minor; negatively-indexed IX and
IY instructions have the indices in 256 complement form; and the
mnem. 'PO' is printed out as 'PO'. These two 'bugs' will only cause
problems if the disassembled files are transferred to 'ZEN'.

VERSIONS OF BAOO FOR OTHER SHARP COMPUTERS
Robert Tanswell subsequently produced versions of 'DISASSEMBLER
BAOO' for the MZ-80A and the MZ-700; and a modified version called
'DISASSEMBLER AOOO' for the MZ-80B. I believe that these variants
of the program all contain the three small 'bugs' mentioned above.

The MZ-80A and MZ-700 versions are essentially the same an the
original MZ-80K version, with only minor code changes to suit the
different character sets and keyboard-scanning arrangement*.. The
MZ-80B version executes at AOOOH, but then jumps straight to
BA03H; and from that address onwards the program is structurally
identical to other versions. However, it is changed in many
details to suit the MZ-80B RAM Monitor, and as a result the code
is altered in many places, and ends at CE2AH (instead of CDD3H).
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USING THE TANSWELL DISASSEMBLERS
On entry, a menu of commands appears and the command prompt '/'
is displayed, with a flashing cursor. Illegal entries cause a
'beep' and the program waits for valid entry. The Menu is largely
self-explanatory, but the first-time user must know that 'H' is
reguired after a 4-diqit flex address, and that the 'D' command
contains a *T* option, to make ZEN-comptatible source code tapes.

It is also necessary to know that a 2-digit Hex Byte value does
NOT need an 'H' to confirm it, and that a scrolling display may be
held by tapping the SPACl BAR, at which point another tap will
restart, or CR will return t-> command mode.
These above points wei *• cevried in the original
and will be referred to below, in more detail.

documentation,

The
command togqle?, ,1 f lag which sends the output of the 'D'
and 'M' commands to the }• t intei .is well as the screen, one line at
a time. Unfortunately, pt Intel output is not paginated, but this
has been remedied in the *.u< VEMCIOH-. of the program (see below).
The printer routine at limit* mu , II (HHH5H-BBF1H on the MZ-80B) is
meant for a Sharp printer; never i In* I esw , as the status checks are
short and all important text s. in upper -case ASCII, the routine
works with most other pi inter .y.tems. The character stored at
BFE8H (C030H on the MZ-HOH) is meant to produce the blank line
feeds in a hardcopy list ing; <u»ll winks for AI.I, printers.

THE SUC VERSION OF DISASStMhM R l»A()()

i <

»R Till: MZ-80K/A/700

This version is known as 'H8M0 MA.'.TKH'. It has several built-in
'patches' to suit any MZ H Ok / A //()()/ p r i nt «u system, and the three
known 'bugs' have been remove.I. it a ho offers the following:a) Improved layout of some ImlrKni ix and 1Y source code.
b) Hard copy paginated automat P ally (at f> 0 lines or to choice),
or manually at any time- from tie- keyboard.
c) A new command enabling a line of text up to 80 characters tp
be sent direct from the keyboard to the printer.
d) A full or partial screen dump to the printer.

.

e) Optional Sharp/ASCII lower .c.e conversion for printer, if
required by software (also converts Sharp graphics to '.').
f) Shortened printer error message with improved display layout.
g) A much faster bytesearch routine (as devised by Peter Tuffs).
h) (On the MZ-80A/700) A modification to ensure that a saved

filename is always terminated by an ODH character.
j) (On an 80-column MZ-80A) A modification to keep the screen
in 40 columns whilst using the Disassembler.
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MODIFYING B880 MASTER TO SUIT YOUR SYSTEM
' B8 8 0 MASTER' as supplied will run on an MZ-80K with a Sharp P3
printer. To modify the programme for the MZ-80A/700, or to alter
the printer software to suit other printer/interface sytems,
perform the following changes as necessary, using the 'W' command,
and then save a copy as instructed below:For the MZ-80A: W BB08H
W BB11H
W BBA9H
W BC80H

(80 -col only)
For the MZ-700

F4
01

(to scan KBD for space bar)
(ditto)
(to change 80H to 20H)
D5 B8
3E 0D 32 01 11 (to ensure 0DH at 1101H)
W BD17H HD BR
(to slow down scrolling)
W B881H 00
(to qive a 40-col. display)

W BB08H
W BB11H
w BBA9H
w BC80H

w

F6
10

(to lean

KBD for space bar)

(ditto)

(to change* 80H to 20H)
D5 B8
3E 0D 32 01 11 (to ensure 0DH at 1101H)
(to slow down scrolling)
BD17H 8D B8

if :/our printer requiresi it, change the 'Form Feed' character at
B94EH from OFH to OCH. In addition, if you wish to convert Sharp
L.C. to ASCII L.C. in software, change B8B2H from C9 to FE (this
With some printer/ interface
also converts graphics to
combinations you may also need three 00 bytes at BBCA-BBCCH.
To make a copy with your changes in it, use the 'C' command; the
FROM, LOAD and EXECUTE addresses are all B880H, and the TO address
may be given as CDD3H.

THE COMMANDS IN B880 MASTER
The opening Menu appears as:-

xxxx yyyy
xxxx yyyy

Disassemble from xxxx to yyyy
Memory dump from xxxx to yyyy
xxxx
Hex Write from xxxx
xxxx
Start program from xxxx
Copy Routine (see leaflet)
Type to printer
i
Screen dump to printer
ON/OFF printer echo (**)
#
B
Bytesearch from xxxx to yyyy
(**) Paged at 60 lines or on G CD48H
D
M
W
G
C
T

NOTES

Addresses xxxx and yyyy must be entered in 4-digit HEX followed
by the letter 'H'. If the addresses are not valid (e.g. if xxxx is
greater than yyyy) the program returns to command mode. If any
other key is pressed in place of 'H', the address is cancelled.

Under the 'B' and 'W' commands, byte codes must be entered in
2-digit HEX. In this case, the program accepts any valid pair of
hex digits as soon as it is typed in, and automatically displays a
space after it. The chance for confirmation with 'll' is NOT
allowed, and screen editing is not possible. Therefore great care
is necessary with these commands, as the only way to correct a
mistake is to exit with 'CR' and start all over again.
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B88Q

MASTER

'D' asks for OPTION (see ' T ' below) then asks for DATA blocks,
which MUST be entered in ascending numerical order. To start the
disassembly, enter CR as start of a DATA block.
' C 1 asks for FILENAME (up to 16 letters) then FROM, TO, LOAD and
EXECUTE addresses. The TO address is the last byte to be saved.
' D' and 'M' displays may be held by tapping the space bar; at
this point, a second tap on the space bar will continue, or CR
will revert to command mode. It is also possible to 'inch' a held
display with a long press on the space bar.

dumps part or all of the screen to the printer. The number of
lines dumped (from top down) is stored at B90FH (default = 19H)

'T' enters the keyboard input mode; up to 80

characters may be
with the normal cursor-editing and upper/ lower case
facilities. The text is sent; to t:h»* printer on 'CR'.

typed

in,

'G 0 000H ' returns to the Monitor
lG BA00H' re-displays the opening Menu
'G CD48H' sends a form feed to the printer

An automatic 'Form Feed' is sent to the printer at the end of each
page; the lines per page is set at B946H (default 3CH = 60 lines).
PRODUCING ZEN-COMPATIBLE SOURC E TAPE:;
On entering the 'D' command, you ,ir»* asked for OPTION. In fact,
there is only one option available, 'T', and you should use this
only if you wish to produce a ZEN source tape. Any other response
will be ignored, and the 'D' command will then continue normally.
If you enter 'T' you will be asked for a FILENAME. The program
then asks for the usual xxxx, yyyy, and any DATA areas. It then
disassembles the first block of source code (up to approx. 4k) to
the screen AND to a buffer at A000H. Thereupon, you are asked to
PRESS RECORD/PLAY, to record the first block of source from the
buffer. If the source code is longer than 4k (and the RECORD/PLAY
buttons are left depressed) the process is repeated automatically
in blocks of 4k until the disassembly is complete. The program
reverts to command mode, and the recorder should be switched off.

The source code tape may subsequently be loaded into ZEN, using
the ZEN 'R' command. If the Disassembler has produced more than
one block, the blocks must be loaded separately, one after the
other. If the assembled code is not to be modified, the addition
of ORG, LOAD and END statements will create a valid ZEN source
file; alternatively, you may edit the file further under ZEN.
Suppressing. EQUATES

A disassembled source file ends with a list of EQUATES. If you
wish to re-assemble the file these are essential, but if you just
want to read the listing they are not. To suppress the list of
equates, change the address at BEEDH, from BE11 to BA87.
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Minor operational differences between 'BAOO' and 'B880 MASTER'

In 'BA00' the ASCII equivalents of 00H-1FH and 7FH are displayed
as spaces; in 'B880 MASTER' the equivalents of 00H-1FH, 60H-68H
and 7FH are displayed as '@' (this avoids problems on the MZ-80A).
In 'BAOO' the 'C' command saves up to the byte before the 'TO'
address. In 'B880 MASTER' the 'TO' address is the last byte saved.

'B880 MASTER' there are 3 re t?ntry points; B880H for the MZ-80A;
B900H for the MZ-80K and the MZ-700; and BAOOH.The first two reset
the printer line count to 0; the third one does not.
Memory usage

The current segment of a 'ZEN' tape file is stored in in •» buffer
which starts at A000H. Therefore if the disassembled tile is bring
saved to tape, any program which extends above 9FFFH is corrupted.

The main code ends at CDD3H, but the DATA addresses, entered from
the keyboard under the 'D' command, are stored at CDD4 upwards.
The Monitor work area 11A3-11FFH is used by the Disassembler.

B800 MK5/P6 FOR THE MZ-80B

'B800 MK5/P6' is based on R. Tanswell's 'Disassembler A000' for
MZ-80B. The first thing to note is that both disassemblers
need the SB-1510 Monitor in place, and are loaded from it.
the

Close examination of 'Disassembler A000' shows that much of the
area AOOOH-BAOOH is used for internal purposes (see below). But
there is an unused area at B800-B9A0H, and this has been used in
'B800 MK5/P6' for many of the improvements from 'B880 MASTER'.

However, due to these space limitations, 'B800 MK5/P6' does NOT
include the large patches needed to make all IX/IY instructions
compatible with 'ZEN', nor does it include a screen dump command.
Changed and new commands in 'B800 MK5/P6'

Menu is the same as that for 'B880 MASTER', except that the
screen dump command '!' has been replaced by a printer command
'P'. This is provided because the MZ-80B versions of Tanswell's
Disassembler assume that the printer is set to AUTO LF. Some
printers require a software command to set them up in this way,
and the new ' P ' command is meant to do this. As supplied, it sends
the code sequence $1B $0A, which sets up a Sharp P5 or P6 printer
to AUTO LF. If you wish to change this code sequence, see below.

The

'T'

enters the keyboard input mode; up to 80 characters may be
with
in,
the
normal
cursor-editing facilities and
upper/ lower case switch. The text is sent to the printer on 'CR'.
typed

'G 0000H' returns to the Monitor
'G B800H' re-displays the opening Menu
'G CDAOH ' sends a form feed to the printer
An automatic 'Form Feed' is sent to the printer at the end of each
page; the lines per page is stored at B824H (default 3CH
= 60).
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Minor Operational differences between 'AOOO'and 'B800 MK5/P6'

In 'A000', the display scrolls so fast that it is illegible; it
can be stopped and restarted with the SPACE bar, but it cannot be
'inched' (which under the circumstances is a real snag). In 'B800
MK5/P6* the screen display is slowed down, and may be controlled
by the BREAK key - short taps to stop and restart, or a longer
press to 'inch' to the next line. When stopped, CR will exit.

In 'A000' the 'C' command saves up to the byte before the 'TO'
address. In 'B800 MK5/P6' the 'TO' address is the last byte saved.
In 'AOOO' the normal re entry point is A000H (although BA03H would
do just as well). In 'BHOO MK5/P6' the re-entry point of A000H is
NOT VALID (and will crash); it is replaced by B800H, which is the
normal execution address <>f the new version, and resets the
printer line count to 00. Alter native re-entry points are BA00H
(which does not reset the printer line count, but does send the
printer 'P' code sequent **) , (.r HA03H (which does neither).
Memory usage and serur ity copying
The current segment of a ZI;N sour re file is stored in a buffer
which starts at A003H. Th«*i**f<ui- if the disassembled file is being
saved to tape, any program which extend.', above A002H is corrupted.

The main code ends at (’E.’AH, but DATA block addresses are stored
at CE2D upwards. Therefor*’ the area ri:2BH
CFFFH is not free.
area B9A1-B9FFH i
u ,*-•!
40-byte keyboard input buffr-i.

The

f«.»

f lag and data buffers, and

a

You can't use 'C' to make a nelf ropy (it uses the internal work
area B9A1-B9FFH , which i ?. navÿd with the rest of the code? under
these circumstances you will get 'checksum error'). Therefore, to
save a copy of B800 MK5/P6 on tape, you must return to MONITOR
SB-1510 and use the 'S' command, enter Ing the parameters as:-

S

=

$B800,

1:

-

$CK?A, J

-

$B800

Examples of the changes which you may wish to make before you make
a working copy of 'B800 MK5/p(>' are:-

a)
b)
c)
d)

Cut out second call to PTKST routine (put 3 NOPs at BBC9-BBCBH)
Suppress EQUATES (change add tens at BF2EH , from 49 BE to 89 BA)
Change codes sent by 'P' (default IBM OAH, at B882H & B886H)
Change hardcopy blank line character (default ODH at C030H)

B800 MK5/P6 as supplied runs with a Sharp P5/P6 printer, PROVIDED
THAT THE 'P' COMMAND IS USED TO SF.T THE PRINTER TO DO 'AUTO LF'.
SUMMARY OF TANSWELL'S DISASSEMBLERS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES
The main advantage of these programs over other disassemblers is
that the source code is very readable and can be saved to tape in
ZEN-compatible format. The SUC versions are 'debugged' as far as
is possible (though owing to lack of space the MZ-80B version
still produces negative IX/IY indices in 256-complement form). All
the SUC versions allow hard copy listings to be properly paginated
and interspersed with comments from the keyboard if desired.
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